BENTWOOD GOLF COURSE
Bentwood Golf Course is an 18 hole golf course
located in the 375 acre Frazier Park on the southeast
edge of Ulysses. The front nine is a parkland style
course with small pushup greens that average 3500
sq. ft. The back nine features slightly larger greens
built with more
modern style
mounding and
a variety of
design styles
transitioning
from parkland
to dunes to links
and finishing with
a signature par three over water at the eighteenth.
Bentwood has at least three sets of tees on each
hole providing a set of tees to appeal to every level of
golfer. Water features can come into play on 10 holes
and the course features 25 sand bunkers.
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ULYSSES, a city of
progress, pride
and possibilities.
Over the past decade the city of
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